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Abstract. We report the detection of interactions between
a photosensitizer, hypericin �HY�, and its solvent system
prepared with a formulation additive, polyvinylpyrroli-
done �PVP�, a commonly used pharmaceutical excipient.
Fluorescence correlation spectroscopy �FCS� and fluores-
cence lifetime imaging microscopy �FLIM� were used to
study aggregation and binding of HY in the presence of
PVP. Digitized fluorescence endoscopic imaging �DFEI�
was used to study the effect of the pharmaceutical formu-
lation in the in vivo tumor implanted chick chorioallantoic
membrane �CAM� model. The results presented reveal the
coordination of HY-PVP binding, HY disaggregation in the
presence of PVP, and strengthened HY tumor uptake se-
lectivity. PVP is thus suggested as a potential adjuvant to
previously investigated N-methyl pyrrolidone �NMP� in
the HY delivery system as well as a replacement for the
conventionally used albumin in the HY bladder instilla-
tion fluids preparation for clinical use. © 2009 Society of Photo-
Optical Instrumentation Engineers. �DOI: 10.1117/1.3067726�

Keywords: hypericin �HY�; N-methyl pyrrolidone �NMP�; polyvi-
nylpyrrolidone �PVP�; fluorescence correlation spectroscopy �FCS�;
fluorescence lifetime imaging microscopy �FLIM�; digitized fluores-
cence endoscopic imaging �DFEI�; chick chorioallantoic membrane
�CAM�; photodynamic therapy and diagnosis; drug delivery.
Paper 08275R received Aug. 8, 2008; revised manuscript received
Nov. 4, 2008; accepted for publication Nov. 13, 2008; published on-
line Jan. 21, 2009.

1 Introduction
Fluorescence correlation spectroscopy �FCS� is a method to
study molecular movement and concentration with single-
molecule sensitivity. Fluctuations in the fluorescence signal
from fluorophores in an illuminated focal volume provide in-
formation about molecular dynamics via autocorrelation
analysis.1 FCS has many applications in life sciences, where it
is a routine tool for the study of biomolecular diffusion and
interactions.2–6 Many pharmaceutical companies have ex-
ploited its miniaturized high-throughput screening capability
in discovering potential lead compounds for drug
discovery,7–9 and FCS has been employed in drug delivery
system characterization.10 Fluorescence lifetime imaging mi-
croscopy �FLIM� measures the fluorescence lifetime at each
pixel within an image of a sample. It has been commonly used
to distinguish among different types of fluorophores, the state
of the fluorophore �e.g., aggregated versus nonaggregated, or
protonated versus deprotonated states�, and the fluorophore
environment.11–17 HY fluorescence lifetimes in different sol-

1083-3668/2009/14�1�/014003/9/$25.00 © 2009 SPIE
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ents have been reported,18–20 and FLIM measurements in
etinal pigment epithelium cells have revealed the influence of
Y self-quenching in its fluorescence lifetime.21 The present

tudy attempts to identify with FCS and FLIM the interactions
mong hypericin �HY�, a promising photosensitizer, a novel
harmaceutical preparation containing N-methyl pyrrolidone
NMP�, a penetration enhancer, and polyvinylpyrrolidone
PVP�, a commonly used pharmaceutical excipient, for pho-
odynamic applications such as photodynamic therapy �PDT�
nd photodynamic diagnosis �PDD� of cancers. PDT is a mo-
ality of cancer treatment that uses light-induced activity of a
hotosensitizer to treat cancer. It has been proven to be ben-
ficial for several superficial cancers.22 PDD uses light-
nduced fluorescence of a photosensitizer to detect cancer.
here have been reports that such detection methods provide
ignificant improvement compared to the gold standard of
hite-light inspection by trained clinicians, in terms of sensi-

ivity and specificity,23,24

The potential use of NMP for formulation of photosensi-
izers including HY has been reported.25–28 Comparison with
he current clinically used HY–human serum albumin �HSA�
ormulation has shown the potential use of NMP in improving
he cancer detecting ability and photodynamic therapeutic ef-
ects of HY and shortening the administration time of HY
ormulation when used clinically.28,29

In order to improve on the water insolubility of HY, one of
ts major drawbacks, a water-soluble derivative of HY has
een produced and reported to possess a higher cellular up-
ake level as well as higher phototoxicity than the nonsoluble
Y.30 However, another approach to improve solubility and
elivery of HY by preparing liposomes was found with no
ffect on the binding and transport of HY in the Caco-2 cells
odel.31 Plasma protein was proposed as an “effective” HY

ransporter/carrier increasing the water solubility of HY.24

owever, it was reported that the 2 h exposure of the cells to
Y in the absence of serum resulted in the highest intracellu-

ar accumulation of HY32 and that HY is tightly bound to
SA.33 When HY-HSA bladder instillation fluid is to be used

linically, this might lead to a slow release of HY. Recently,
ifferent approaches to delivery of HY with contrasting find-
ngs were reviewed.34 Thus, in the development of a pharma-
eutical formulation for HY, two issues need to be addressed:
oes any interaction exist between HY and the solvent sys-

em? And if so, at what concentration of the pharmaceutical
xcipients will such interaction occur? In order to answer
hese questions, we report the use of FCS and FLIM to study
harmaceutical preparations and to effectively determine the
uitable amounts of PVP that should be used for further in-
estigation of different formulations of HY, followed by in
ivo assessment with digitized fluorescence endoscopic imag-
ng �DFEI� on chick chorioallantoic membrane �CAM� im-
lanted with tumor cells. The DFEI of CAMs was a simple
nd rapid step to assess the FCS results while at the same time
etting up a reference for further endoscopic studies of PVP as
regular excipient for HY used on other animal models and

ventually patients �e.g., PDD for bladder and oral cancers�.
ournal of Biomedical Optics 014003-
2 Materials and Methods
2.1 Materials
Hypericin �HY� was purchased from Molecular Probes �Eu-
gene, Oregon� N-methyl pyrrolidone �NMP, Pharmasolve�,
polyvinylpyrrolidone �PVP, Plasdone K29/32, C15�, and
vinylpyrrolidone-vinylacetate 60:40 copolymer copolyvi-
donum �Plasdone S630� were kindly supplied by International
Specialty Products �Wayne, New York� Phosphate buffer so-
lution �PBS, pH 7.4� was the bulk medium used in the HY
formulation. Atto 565, fluorescein isothiocyanate �FITC� and
dimethyl sulfoxide �DMSO� were purchased from Fluka,
Sigma-Aldrich �Singapore�.

2.2 Instrumentation, Measurements, and Analysis

2.2.1 FCS analysis on HY solutions
FCS measurements were performed on an inverted confocal
microscope �FV300, Olympus, Singapore�. The setup35 con-
sists of a HeNe ion laser �Melles Griot, Singapore� which
provides an excitation beam at a wavelength set at 543 nm
and a power of 90 �W. The beam is then reflected by a di-
chroic mirror, 560 DRLP �Omega Optical, Brattleboro,
Vermont�, before being focused by an objective into a focal
volume as small as about 0.2 to 0.3 �m in radius and
1.0 to 1.5 �m in height. The fluorescence emitted from
the sample was collected by the same objective and then
transmitted through the same dichroic mirror and a
550 to 600-nm bandpass filter before finally being directed to
the detector. The autocorrelation curves of the detected inten-
sity signal from an external hardware correlator �Flex02-12D,
correlator.com, Zhejiang, China� were fitted with a self-
written program in IgorPro �Wavemetrics, Inc., Lake Oswego,
Oregon�.

All measurements were carried out in PBS, pH 7.4. To
verify the nonexistence of interaction between HY and NMP,
an 80-�L drop of 1-nM HY solution with cascading concen-
trations of NMP was deposited on a 0.17-mm microscope
coverslip for measurement in the microscope. Following this,
solution samples containing 5-mM NMP �approximately
0.05% v/v, a biocompatible concentration determined in
vivo26�, 10-nM HY �a fixed concentration experimentally se-
lected from a series, with optimum signal intensity within the
effective range of FCS measurement�, and various concentra-
tions between 10 �M and 10 mM of PVP K29/32, PVP C15,
or S630 were used. Atto 565, a fluorophore with a molecular
weight as well as excitation and emission wavelength close to
HY, was used as a standard and control in similar experiments
�Table 1�. We have no evidence that Atto565 interacts with the
polymers at the used concentrations, and it is thus assumed to

Table 1 Characteristics of the spectrally similar fluorophores used.

Hypericin Atto 565

Molecular weight 504.45 547.04

Absorption wavelength 556 nm 565 nm

Emission wavelength 592 nm 590 nm
January/February 2009 � Vol. 14�1�2
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e a good probe to test viscosity and refractive index of the
sed solutions. At least 15 independent measurements were
onducted for each concentration in every set of experiments
or statistical reliability, and each set of experiments was in-
ependently repeated at least three times for reproducibility.

Autocorrelation curves G��� obtained from the fluores-
ence intensity signals sent to the hardware correlator �Fig. 1�
ere fitted using either the 3-D one-particle �Eq. �1�� or the
-D two-particle �Eq. �2�� diffusion model,36,37 the selection
f which depended on the quality of fitting:

G��� =
1

N
�1 +

�

�D
�−1�1 +

�

�DK2�−0.5

+ G�, �1�

G��� =
1

N�F2�1 +
�

�D
�−1�1 +

�

�DK2�−0.5

+ �1 − F2��1 +
�

�D2

�−1�1 +
�

�D2
K2�−0.5� + G�.

�2�

n Eq. �1�, N is the average number of particles within the
ocal volume;�D is the diffusion time of the particle; K is the
tructure factor of the focal volume, given by the ratio of the
ength to the width of the focal volume, determined from
alibration measurements. G� is the convergence value for the
utocorrelation curve for long times, expected to be 1. It is
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ig. 1 Fitting for autocorrelation curves with residues and their wid-
ning due to increasing viscosity �black for Atto 565 and blue for HY�
nd particle interactions with PVP �solid line for PVP 100 �M and
otted line for PVP 7 mM�.
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kept as a free parameter to improve fitting but differs by less
than 3% from 1 in all cases. In Eq. �2�, F2 is the bound
fraction, i.e., ratio of number of bound particles over total
number of particles; �D2

is the diffusion time of the second
particle; and the other parameters are defined following Eq.
�1�. When Eq. �2� is used for fitting, �D is fixed to viscosity
and molecular weight corrected values calculated from Atto
565 measurements.

The average numbers of HY and Atto 565 particles �NHY
and NAtto 565, respectively� within the focal volume were ob-
tained from statistics of fitted autocorrelation functions from
each measurement. Increasing concentrations of PVP lead to
changes in the refractive index of the solution, and the focal
volume will increase with the refractive index since this in-
creases the mismatch between the immersion medium �water�
and the mounting medium �PVP solutions�.38 In order to re-
move the effect of changing refractive index in solutions with
various concentration of PVP represented by the changing
NAtto 565, the relative ratio of average number of particles RN
is defined as follows:

RN =
NHY

NAtto 565
. �3�

2.2.2 FLIM analysis on HY solutions
The FLIM measurements were performed with a LIFA system
�Lambert Instruments, Roden, The Netherlands� on an in-
verted wide-field fluorescence microscope �Olympus IX81,
Center Valley, Pennsylvania� with an Olympus PlanApoN
60X/1.45 oil immersion objective and a filter set XF108-2
�Omega Optical, Brattleboro, Vermont� consisting of an exci-
tation filter 525AF45, a dichroic mirror 560 DRLP, and an
emission filter 595AF60. Fluorescence lifetime of HY was
measured using the frequency domain method. The average
lifetime from each measurement was determined by software
�LI-FLIM� supplied by the manufacturer. The excitation
source was a 4-mW, 470-nm phase-modulated LED. FITC
was used as a lifetime reference with a set lifetime of 4 ns. All
measurements were carried out in PBS, pH 7.4. Solution
samples containing 5-mM NMP, 100-�M HY, and concen-
trations between 10 �M and 10 mM of PVP K29/32, PVP
C15, or S630 were used for fluorescence lifetime measure-
ments. In order to reveal the possible influence of change in
hydrophobicity of the environment on the HY lifetime, the
same set of measurements were performed on DMSO solu-
tions at concentrations equivalent to those of monomerized
PVP 29 /32 units in its corresponding concentrations. At least
three independent measurements were conducted for each
concentration in every set of experiments for statistical reli-
ability, and each set of experiments was independently re-
peated at least two times for reproducibility.

2.2.3 DFEI on tumor-implanted CAM
In order to perform an assessment of the FCS results, CAM
was used as a viable and economic in vivo model for tumor
transplantation and fluorescence endoscopic imaging.

CAM was prepared following the same method as previ-
ously reported.25 Fertilized chicken eggs were disinfected
with 70% ethanol and placed on trays with the blunt end
January/February 2009 � Vol. 14�1�3
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acing upward. They were then incubated for 7 days in an egg
ncubator �Octagon 20, Brinsea, Somerset, UK� at 37.4 °C
ith 60% humidity and occasional turnings. On day 7 of em-
ryo age �EA 7�, a window was opened at the apex of the egg
o create a false air sac, and the opening was then covered
ith parafilm. On the next day after opening, 5�106 human
ladder carcinoma cells �MGH� were transplanted on each
AM, prepared following the method reported previously.39

he eggs were then incubated in the same environment with-
ut turnings until EA 14, when they were mature and ready
or experiments.40

On EA 14, 1-mL HY solution was instilled to cover the
hole surface area of the CAM. The window was covered
ith parafilm to prevent evaporation of solution and incubated

n the absence of light. The remaining solution was then re-
oved from the CAM surface with the aid of micropipettes.
ach surface was washed three times with 1-mL 0.9% w/v
aCl solution to remove excess photosensitizer. The CAM
ith implanted tumor was then immediately used for fluores-

ence endoscopic imaging.
In all experiments, the NMP concentration was fixed to

00 �M �about 0.005% v/v�, a concentration reported to be
armless to normal CAM membranes.26 Extensive prelimi-
ary experiments were carried out in order to identify the dose
f HY �1-�M to 100-�M HY� and incubation time for the
ptake of HY into tumor cells implanted in CAM to occur
15, 30, 45, 60, and 180 min� for optimum photodynamic
iagnostic efficiency. Since 10-�M HY solutions produced
esults distinguishable enough after 1-h incubation, subse-
uent quantitative studies were carried out with 10-�M HY
olutions with different PVP K29/32 concentrations �0 �M,
00 �M, 1 mM, 5 mM, and 10 mM�, and fluorescence en-
oscopic images were taken after 1-h incubation for photody-
amic diagnostics and 3-h incubation as an endpoint for com-
aring rates at which HY was removed from tissues �referred
o as the “clearance” in the rest of this paper�. The same
reatment with non-HY solutions were carried out on 6 to 10
ggs for each PVP concentration group �each group was
qually subdivided as tumor-implanted and non-tumor-
mplanted subgroups, i.e., 3 to 5 eggs for each subgroup� as a
ontrol.

The developed DFEI system has been reported in detail.41

he DFEI system mainly consists of an illumination console,
fluorescence detection unit, and a computing system for

mage acquisition, display, and processing. A 100-W xenon
hort arc lamp �D-Light AF system, Karl Storz, Tuttlingen,
ermany� was used for in vivo tissue fluorescence excitation

370 to 450 nm, approximately 50 mW at the endoscope tip�
nd white light illumination. Both illumination and observa-
ion of tissues of interest were achieved via a modified endo-
cope with an integrated long-pass filter �cutoff wavelength at
60 nm�. Image detection was performed with a three-chip
olor CCD video camera �Tircam SL PDD, Karl Storz, Tut-
lingen, Germany�. The RGB video outputs of the camera
ere fed to a frame grabber �Matrox Genesis-LC, Dorval,
uebec, Canada� for image capturing and digitizing.

During fluorescence image data processing, the ratio
IR / IB� of the red HY fluorescence intensity �IR� over the blue
ackscattered excitation intensity �IB� was applied as a ratio
iagnostic algorithm. The reason for using I / I rather than
R B

ournal of Biomedical Optics 014003-
the simple representation of fluorescence intensity by IR is
that both the fluorescence intensity and the intensity of the
remitted blue light depend similarly upon the distance be-
tween the detected surface and the detection unit, the angles
of the irradiation and observation, and the tissue optical prop-
erties, as demonstrated in bladder cancer detection by Zaak et
al.42 In order to further demonstrate the effect of PVP K29/32
�representative of the three polymers tested with FCS� in HY
delivery and its selective uptake by tumor cells, the ratio of
IR / IB from tumor over IR / IB from normal tissue �CAM� was
calculated and defined as the selectivity index IS:

IS =
IRtumor

/IBtumor

IRnormal
/IBnormal

. �4�

2.2.4 Spectrophotometric analysis on normal
CAM

Spectrophotometric analysis was carried out on normal CAM
in order to verify the effect of PVP on HY uptake in normal
tissue. Solutions with various HY concentrations �10 �M,
50 �M, and 100 �M� were preliminarily tested, and
100 �M was chosen as a fixed HY concentration, as it pro-
duced absorption signals that were satisfactorily strong and
distinguishable for a spectrophotometer. The making of HY
solutions and incubation of HY solutions on CAM followed
the same protocol used in DFEI experiments stated earlier.
Solutions of 0, 100-�M, 1-mM, and 5-mM PVP K29/32 so-
lutions with 500-�M NMP were used for the delivery of HY.
After 1-h incubation in the absence of light, the excessive HY
solution �if any� remaining on the surface of normal CAM
was collected. Each surface was washed once with 1-mL
0.9% w/v NaCl solution, and the volume of retrieved washing
solution was measured to exclude the possibility of leaking
CAM, since the leakage would largely affect the amount of
HY retrieved. The CAM was then cut out, weighed, minced,
sonicated with 1-mL ethanol on ice, and then centrifuged at
1200 rpm for 5 min at room temperature to remove precipi-
tates. The absorbance of HY in the obtained supernatant was
determined spectrophotometrically and divided by the weight
of each CAM to produce HY uptake per unit weight of CAM.
The calculation results from eggs treated with PVP solutions
were normalized to those from eggs treated with non-PVP
solutions for normalization purposes. The same treatment was
applied on 5 to 7 eggs for each PVP concentration for the
purpose of average calculation. Determination of HY uptake
by excessive HY solution retrieved from CAM surface after
incubation was avoided, as it was found that the solution had
been adsorbed by the time of collection, and retrieving any
remaining solution was practically impossible in most of the
cases.

3 Results
3.1 FCS Analysis on HY Solutions
Many reports have demonstrated effects of viscosity on drug
release and uptake processes.43–49 Therefore, when using FCS
to test the interaction of HY and vinyl pyrrolidone polymers,
a correction for viscosity is necessary. Both the increase of
viscosity and interactions �if present� between HY and vinyl
January/February 2009 � Vol. 14�1�4
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yrrolidone polymers can contribute to the slowing down of
he apparent diffusion rate of HY in solutions, which will be
etected by FCS as compared to a solution where increased
iscosity and molecule interaction are absent. To distinguish
ossible molecular interactions from increased viscosity that
ould result in false-positive FCS detection, Atto 565, a fluo-
ophore, was used for correcting the changes in viscosity in-
uced by elevations in NMP/PVP concentration. With a simi-
ar molecular weight to HY, Atto 565 is an ideal control for
Y for such correction, as it also has similar excitation and

mission spectra to HY that made the measurement possible
nder the same FCS-optimized settings �Table 1�.

Measurements were first carried out on HY solutions with
ncreasing NMP concentrations to disprove interaction be-
ween HY and NMP. The diffusion times of HY and Atto 565
rom FCS assay on solutions with different concentrations of
MP showed a similar decrease of the diffusion coefficient of
Y and Atto 565 in the more viscous solutions caused by the

ncrease of NMP concentration �Fig. 2�, indicating that any
ossible change in the diffusion pattern with a fixed concen-
ration of NMP and the addition of vinyl pyrrolidone poly-

ers will be solely due to vinyl pyrrolidone polymers rather
han NMP. NMP was thus kept in the solution as a prelimi-
ary solvent for solution preparation as well as a penetration
nhancer at a concentration of 5 mM.

With the addition of vinyl pyrrolidone polymers, widening
f the autocorrelation curves of Atto 565 occurred due to the
ncrease of viscosity �Fig. 1�. Diffusion times of HY and Atto
65 with the presence of PVP K29/32, C15, and S630 at
oncentrations below 100 �M showed no statistically signifi-
ant difference when the autocorrelation curves were fitted
ith a 3-D one-particle model �Eq. �1��. With PVP concentra-

ions above 100 �M �regardless of which type of PVP used�,
owever, HY displayed significantly slower diffusion than
tto 565, resulting in wider autocorrelation curves compared

o those of Atto 565. Fitted with a 3-D two-particle model
Eq. �2��, these autocorrelation curves of HY revealed changes
n bound fractions �Fig. 3� and ratio of average number of HY
articles over Atto 565 particles �RN� within the focal volume
Fig. 4�. A general trend of increase in the bound fraction
ccurred with increasing concentration of vinyl pyrrolidone
olymers. At very high concentrations of the polymers �PVP
29/32 10 mM, C15 10 mM, and S630 7 mM�, however,

80x10
-6

70

60

50

40di
ff
us
io
n
tim

e
(s
)

0.1 1 10 100
NMP concentration (mM)

HY
Atto565

ig. 2 Change in diffusion time with the concentration of NMP, with
he error bars showing the standard deviation of each data point ex-
ressed as mean±S.D. Autocorrelation curves were fitted with 3-D
ne-particle model.
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intensive aggregation appeared, as shown by large intensity
peaks during FCS measurements. Despite the change in re-
fractive index of the solution as revealed by the rising of the
average number of Atto 565 particles within the focal volume,
RN underwent an increase with concentration elevation for all
three polymers. This finding indicated an increase of the num-
ber of HY particles in solution.

3.2 FLIM Measurements on HY Solutions
In order to further reveal the change in local environment and
status of HY molecules with the addition of the vinyl pyrroli-
done polymers in the formulation, FLIM measurements were
performed on solutions with the same polymer concentrations
as in the FCS experiments. DMSO solutions with equivalent
monomer concentrations were used as a control for the

µM)

Fig. 3 Bound fractions of HY to cascading concentrations of PVP K29/
32, C15, and S630 in 5-mM NMP solutions from FCS assay �3-D
two-particle model�.

µM)

Fig. 4 Increasing ratio of numbers of HY/Atto 565 particles with cas-
cading concentrations of PVP K29/32, C15, S630, and a fixed concen-
tration of 5-mM NMP in solutions.
January/February 2009 � Vol. 14�1�5
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hange in hydrophobicity. With the addition of vinyl pyrroli-
one polymers in solutions, the average fluorescence lifetime
f HY displayed a general increase starting between the poly-
er concentration of 10 �M and 100 �M in all three cases,
hile the control measurements with increasing DMSO con-

entration showed no obvious trend �Fig. 5�.

.3 DFEI on Tumor-Implanted CAM
n order to further assess the effect of HY-PVP binding, CAM
as adopted as the model membrane for implanting cultured
GH cells. DFEI was performed, and data were collected

fter 1-h and 3-h incubation with HY and PVP solutions.
mages were processed, and statistical results from 6 to 8 eggs
er group were plotted in Fig. 6. The tumor and normal tissue

µM)

ig. 5 HY fluorescence lifetime in solutions with a fixed concentra-
ion of 5-mM NMP and various concentrations of PVP K29/32, C15,
630, and DMSO in equivalent monomer concentrations.
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ig. 6 Selectivity index IS and the IR / IB ratios of both tumor and nor-
al tissues after 1 h and 3 h incubation in the absence of light ob-

ained from fluorescence endoscopic image processing. Dark col-
mns: IS after 1 h incubation. Light columns: IS after 3 h incubation.
olid circles: IR / IB value of tumor after 1 h incubation. Solid squares:

R / IB value of normal tissue after 1 h incubation. Open circles: IR / IB
alue of tumor after 3 h incubation. Open squares: IR / IB value of
ormal tissue after 3 h incubation. All were treated with HY 10 �M
olutions with various PVP K29/32 concentrations as indicated. Each
ata point represents statistical results from 6 to 8 individual tests. All

he error bars show the standard deviation of each data point ex-
ressed as mean±S.D.
ournal of Biomedical Optics 014003-
were better distinguished �higher HY uptake in tumor and
lower HY uptake in normal tissue� with modest PVP concen-
trations �100 �M and 1 mM� in terms of IS. The difference
between tumor and normal tissue topped at 100 �M among
the five PVP concentration groups and decreased with the
rising of PVP concentration after 1 mM. Eggs treated with
HY solutions with 100-�M, 1-mM, and 5-mM PVP showed
a faster clearance reflected in the decreasing of IR / IB in tumor
than those treated with HY solutions without PVP, while no
obvious difference of such kind was observed in normal tissue
across different concentration of PVP. The 10-mM data point
was collected over 6 out of 13 eggs, while the other 7 eggs
showed various extents of damage �obvious shrinkage or
bleeding of the vessels, deterioration of the normal CAM,
distortion of the tumor, and death of the embryo� to the CAM
after incubation. The HY uptake in this group was even less
than eggs treated with HY solutions without PVP, accompa-
nied with the poorest uptake selectivity as well as clearance
after 3-h incubation. The control groups treated with non-HY
solutions showed that both the tumor and normal tissues ap-
peared healthy with no physical damage after 1-h and 3-h
incubation with PVP concentration no more than 5 mM. The
non-HY/PVP 10-mM control group showed the same re-
sponse �tissue damage� as that treated with HY 10 �M/PVP
10 mM solutions stated earlier.

3.4 Spectrophotometric Analysis on Normal CAM
In order to verify the effect of PVP on HY uptake in normal
tissue, HY in normal CAM after 1-h incubation in the absence
of light was extracted and was then subjected to spectropho-
tometric analysis. The amount of HY retrieved from harvested
CAM with a chemical extraction method followed by spectro-
photometric analysis and normalization �represented by nor-
malized HY absorbance per unit weight of CAM� showed
lower uptake of HY in CAM when PVP is present. �Figure 7;
multiple comparison with ANOVA test: F=1.21, p
=0.336261. Student’s t-test between the non-PVP group and
5-mM PVP group returned t=1.77967, p=0.108833, so the
two groups are considered different at a confidence level of
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Fig. 7 Normalized HY uptake in normal tissues after 1 h incubation in
the absence of light obtained from spectrophotometric analysis. Each
data point represents statistical results from 6 to 8 individual tests. All
the error bars show the standard deviation of each data point ex-
pressed as mean±S.D.
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9.1%.� The HY/PVP 10-mM solution was not tested with
his method since the irritation of CAM as observed earlier
ould make any result obtained unreliable.

Discussion
VP is a common pharmaceutical excipient, a bioadhesive,
tabilizer, and dispersion agent. The FCS measurements in
his study revealed effects of viscosity and concentration of
he excipient on the binding between a drug �HY� and PVP,
hich is important information when a drug delivery system

s in its early formulation development stage.
The present study shows the potential of FCS being used

or rapid preformulation screening of potential pharmaceutical
xcipients to identify their suitability and maximal concentra-
ion of the different pharmaceutical excipients before the ac-
ual testing for stability and efficacy of such preparations in
ither in vitro or in vivo system. The strength of interaction
etween the drug and the carrier system or formulation addi-
ives will determine whether the drug can be effectively re-
eased and made available for binding to the target site. When
he adhesion between the carrier and the drug is stronger than
he interaction between the drug and the target site of interest,
he formulation will not be effective even though the drug
ould be very promising for a particular new indication. For
xample, if the drug is bound tightly to its carrier system and
ts interaction to the cellular membrane is weaker, the drug
annot be available to be transported across the cell mem-
rane for its intracellular activity to occur. Together with con-
ocal microscopy, this approach can help in understanding
xisting contradicting data regarding the uptake mechanism of
ertain drugs.

The interaction of HY with vinyl pyrrolidone polymers
as either nonexisting or nonobservable by FCS measure-
ents at concentrations below 100 �M. The trend of bound

ractions indicated that more interactions between HY and the
olymers occurred in all three cases when more molecules of
he polymers were available in the environment. The concen-
rations of the three polymers, however, must not be too high,
ince massive aggregations were found to occur according to
CS observations, and large-sized aggregates are believed to
ave difficulties trafficking cellular membranes.

The disaggregation and solublizing process of HY in aque-
us solution with the help of increasing vinyl pyrrolidone
olymers was proved by the increase of RN. The trend indi-
ates that the number of HY particles within the focal volume
ncreased to a larger extent compared with the number of Atto
65 particles, which represents the increase in the focal vol-
me. The obvious increase of HY particles with the addition
f the polymers can only be due to the disaggregation and
ncreased water solubility of HY. This finding of FCS agrees
ith the previous observation our group made with fluores-

ence intensity measurements.50

The increase of average fluorescence lifetime of HY with
ncreasing polymer concentration corroborated the observed
ncrease of RN from FCS measurements. We attribute the
onger fluorescence lifetime of HY to the disaggregation and
olubilizing effect of the polymers since the aggregated form
f HY should exhibit shorter lifetimes due to self-quenching.
similar phenomenon of lifetime decrease has been reported

n the case of accumulation and aggregation of HY in low-
ournal of Biomedical Optics 014003-
density lipoprotein molecules51 as well as in cells.21 It should
be noted that the lifetime is inversely proportional to the
square of the refractive index, and thus an increase in refrac-
tive index due to an increase in the PVP concentration, as
shown by the Atto565 experiments, would have suggested a
lifetime decrease.52–55 However, in the case of HY, we find an
increase of the lifetime with PVP concentration, despite the
increase in refractive index.

Comparison of PDD effects on the tumor-implanted CAM
model among HY solutions with various PVP concentrations
showed improvement on HY uptake selectivity when PVP
was present in modest concentrations �100 �M to 1 mM as
the optimum concentration range�. The differentiation from
tumor to normal tissue displayed a decrease after 3-h incuba-
tion, mainly due to the clearance of HY from tumor while the
level of HY in normal tissues remained unchanged. There are
several possible reasons for the increased HY uptake by tumor
and improved uptake selectivity. As indicated by the FCS re-
sults reported herein, a modest concentration of PVP in water
solutions induces its binding with HY molecules �displayed as
rising binding fractions with concentration� as well as HY
disaggregation in water solutions �displayed as rising number
of particles with concentration�, both of which should be in
favor of HY in vivo delivery with topical applications. On the
other hand, an optimum uptake effect depends on the balance
of hydrophilicity and lipophilicity of the delivery system, thus
too much PVP �above 1 mM� might “reverse” the HY uptake
since excessive PVP might also keep HY from the incorpora-
tion with and penetration into the lipid biomembrane. The
decrease of HY uptake in normal tissue as indicated by the
drop in IR / IB ratio with PVP at 1 mM and below does not
necessarily imply any direct relationship of the addition of
PVP and the change of HY uptake by normal tissue, because
the implanted tumor could as well deprive the normal CAM
tissue of HY, given that the HY uptake in tumors can be
several times higher than that in normal tissues as observed in
this experiment. Only with reliable evidence from statistics of
HY uptake obtained from normal CAM with no tumor im-
planted can it be concluded that the addition of PVP is the
direct reason for reduced normal tissue uptake of HY.

Thus, there was the need for spectrophotometric analysis
to determine HY uptake by normal tissue. Compared with
tissues treated with 100-�M HY/500-�M NMP solution,
CAMs treated with the addition of 100-�M, 1-mM, or 5-mM
PVP showed less HY uptake per unit weight of CAM. This
phenomenon corroborates the lower HY fluorescence signal
observed with DFEI in the normal region of tumor-implanted
CAM. For all three PVP concentrations �100 �M, 1 mM, and
5 mM� tested, it is reasonable to believe that PVP had some
sort of “protection” effect on normal CAM tissue against HY
uptake.

The underlying scheme for the different effects of PVP on
HY uptake by tumor and normal tissue to occur remains to be
further explored. On one hand, the binding of HY with PVP
might reduce the ability of HY to penetrate cellular mem-
brane. On the other hand, the disaggregation and solublizing
effects offer more HY available for uptake. Both schemes are
competing against each other, while the possibly different ef-
fects of PVP on tumor and normal cell membrane might add
several other competitors to the whole picture. Therefore,
January/February 2009 � Vol. 14�1�7
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here is at the moment no suggested optimum concentration
or PVP where full disaggregation of HY can be reached with-
ut possible reduction of HY availability by binding or tissue
amage by high PVP concentration. HY in these cases is dis-
ggregated to the extent enough to enhance HY action, while
VP concentration is low enough to avoid tissue damage.

In both FCS and FLIM measurements, the concentrations
f PVP were the same �from 0 to 10 mM�, and NMP was
ept in the solution at a concentration of 5 mM. The HY
oncentrations, however, were different because of the prin-
iple of both techniques. Both FCS and FLIM indicated the
isaggregation of HY with the help of PVP. In other words,
he PVP concentrations used proved to be enough for the
isaggregation of HY at different concentrations in both sets
f measurements.

Concluding from the preceding, an addition of PVP into
he drug transportation system can be in favor of HY PDD in
erms of tumor selective uptake. Excessive concentration of
VP �e.g., 10 mM in solution�, however, resulted in either
ery poor uptake selectivity as reflected by low differentiation
n IS or massive destruction of both tumor and normal tissues
epresented by shrinkage or bleeding of the vessels, deterio-
ation of the normal CAM, distortion of the tumor, and death
f the embryo, among other effects. This phenomenon is not a
esponse for HY treatment as proven by non-HY control
roups. Thus, it could be partly due to the strong water ab-
orption of PVP, which could deprive the tissues of water, or
irect effects of PVP on the structure of the tissues.

Conclusion

he present study indicates the use of FCS and FLIM for
esting of pharmaceutical preparations as demonstrated by the
Y-NMP-PVP system. FCS can be used for efficient screen-

ng of molecular interactions in potential pharmaceutical for-
ulations when an appropriate fluorophore with similar spec-

rum and molecular weight to the drug of interest is employed
o correct the viscosity changes induced by the pharmaceuti-
al excipients. FLIM can be used for understanding the
hange of environment and status of the molecules induced by
he change in the formulation. The results obtained from FCS
nd FLIM measurements in HY solutions were further ana-
yzed, and the HY-NMP-PVP system was investigated using
he in vivo CAM model implanted with human bladder carci-
oma cells. DFEI revealed that the molecular binding be-
ween HY and PVP as indicated by FCS results coordinates
ith the favored selective uptake by tumor tissues. Spectro-
hotometric analysis on the amount of HY in normal CAM
howed lower HY uptake in normal tissue when PVP is
resent, corroborating the lower signal strength of HY in nor-
al tissue in DFEI assay on tumor-implanted CAM. The

tudy demonstrates the binding ability of excessive PVP to
Y, which provides possible prevention against the passive
ptake of HY by normal CAM tissue. Therefore, we suggest
he potential of using the appropriate concentration of PVP in
he HY delivery system to replace albumin as a solubilizer in
linical formulations, since PVP is considered highly biocom-
atible in a wide range of concentrations.
ournal of Biomedical Optics 014003-
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